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3 of 3 review helpful Meets expectations in a big way By N Coppedge For those that tire of Montaigne or need to 
weed out the bad parts from the Oxford Book of Aphorisms this title nearly does the job Its one downside is that it is 
themed on the idea of thoughts which are not primary However I find hints in here just as the description says of a 
deep influence It is wittier than most sources and the quali German scientist and man of letters Georg Christoph 
Lichtenberg was an 18th century polymath an experimental physicist an astronomer a mathematician a practicing critic 
both of art and literature He is most celebrated however for the casual notes and aphorisms that he collected in what he 
called his Waste Books With unflagging intelligence and encyclopedic curiosity Lichtenberg wittily deflates the 
pretensions of learning and society examines a range of philoso From Scientific American Odd title unusual book 
Lichtenberg 1742 1799 was a German polymath astronomer experimental physicist mathematician and critic of art and 
literature In his student days he began the lifelong practice of recording his thoughts obs 
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